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Dr James Merryweather 

‘The Whins’, Auchtertyre, by Kyle of Lochalsh, IV40 8EG 

01599 566291; huntsup@theyorkwaits.org.uk 

 

29th October, 2014 

 

ePlanning Centre 

FAO Colin Wishart (case officer, aquaculture) 

The Highland Council 

Glenurquhart Road 

Inverness IV3 5NX 

 

Dear Mr Wishart, 

COMMENT LETTER – OBJECTION – 14/02577/FUL 

14/02577/FUL | New marine finfish farm - Atlantic Salmon - comprising 10 x 120m plastic circular 
cages, mooring grid and 220 tonne capacity feed barge | Eishort 2 Mouth Of Loch Eishort Broadford 

 

I object to the proposed installation of a net-cage salmon farm situated offshore between 

Tokavaig and Tarskavaig (Eishort 2 14/02577/FUL) for the following reasons: 

The characteristics of Hjaltland Seafarms’ proposed Eishort 2 site are distinctly similar to, 

though not identical with, those of the same company’s proposed site in Loch Slapin 

(14/01467/FUL), recently refused according to criteria systematically itemised in your Report 

of Handling (703525). In that document, which accounted for unacceptable impacts upon the 

Highland landscape and its character, and a wide range of social and amenity values, you 

demonstrated that the proposal would, if allowed, contravene several policies in the Highland-

wide Local Development Plan. 

The landscape to which, if approved, the fish farm will be added, although seen and heard 

from different viewpoints, is within the same very special unspoilt landscape that would 

suffer from the same undesirable visual and noise impacts. Therefore, many of those refusal 

criteria will be equally applicable to Eishort 2 (even more so Eishort 1, also in process). 

In addition, you referred to the wide range of complex biological/ecological considerations 

that included important marine species and habitats, several of which have Priority status 

according to JNCC, DEFRA and SNH, and adjacent freshwater systems with their wild fish 

populations. Similarly, many of those refusal criteria will be equally applicable to Eishort 2. 

The salmon rearing method to be used – open, net-cage aquaculture – is the same as at 

14/01467/FUL, and will produce the same copious effluent discharges (faeces and excess 

food, sediments and dissolved nutrient overloads, waste therapeutant chemicals and their 

breakdown derivatives) which will result in the same potentially disastrous detrimental 

environmental impacts – no matter what SEPA and SNH advise might be ‘allowable’, flying 

in the face of plentiful published research. 

The sea lice problem – widespread and perpetually uncontrolled infestations and the fatal 

impacts on wild salmonids of their concentrated presence in salmon farm cages – is now so 

well understood that it needs discussing here only in order to reinforce what we know from a 

wealth of reliable scientific research recently published. 

mailto:huntsup@theyorkwaits.org.uk
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LOCAL PLAN 

Although I am not competent to instruct you on implementation of the Local Plan, I am 

confident that you will rigorously apply, as applicable, the policies that informed your 

previous decision re 14/01467/FUL. 

However, I take issue with almost all of the advice you have been given by Highland Council 

Principal Planner Tim Stott (729099). Since planning policy decisions might depend at least 

in part upon this advice, it requires thorough evaluation here because it was composed using 

rash presumptions, whereas I can testify as an eyewitness. 

1. Without the benefit of a site inspection it is difficult to dispute the findings of the 

developer’s LVIA. Precisely, but with the benefit of site visits, errors, inaccuracies and 

deceptions in the developer’s LVIA (668499) become blatantly apparent. I have been to 

and viewed the proposed site from all around the loch system in all weathers. Examination 

of the LVIA report in the light of personal experience revealed howlers I would not expect 

to see in a professionally prepared document (which, lacking first-hand experience, Tim 

completely overlooked). 

One which struck me as particularly asinine was the positioning and scale of the ten little 

circles supposed to represent the proposed fish farm as seen from Glasnakille (p. 15). It is 

depicted some 3-4 km distant from the actual site – roughly equal to the width of the loch 

at this point – against the cliffs south of Achnacloich. It is also shown smaller than it 

would appear in reality. The former is a monumental error and the latter an inaccuracy 

likely (contrived?) to mislead the unwary reader. 

Another ‘error’ worth exposing is the cumulative GIS viewshed (fig. 3b, p. 5) which 

suggests that the applied-for three fish farms would not all be visible together from the 

eastern coastline of Strathaird (the red area shows x3 visibility restricted to the loch 

surface). This is entirely untrue. All three would be seen together from just south of 

Kilmarie all the way to Glasnakille – I have panorama photographs that prove it. [Sleat 

Community Council’s critical document analysis (731248) explores these and other 

deficiencies in devastating detail.] 

2. ... the choice of site is sensible in terms of its remoteness from well frequented visual 

receptors. If I were a resident of Drinan or Glasnakille I might consider my living room to 

be a ‘well frequented visual receptor’. At one house I visited in Drinan it was obvious that 

the living room window would become a frame completely filled with fish farm, at night 

brilliantly lit by the two flashing yellow beacons required by the Lighthouse Board. 

None of the residents of the Strathaird peninsula I spoke to had been consulted about fish 

farm planning applications that would, if passed, profoundly affect their chosen lifestyles. 

None even knew that the possibility existed. (For some time Broadford and Strathaird 

have not had a Community Council to keep them informed of planning proposals, so 

many residents in Torrin and Elgol are probably similarly unaware.) The east coast 

residences and countryside of Strathaird cannot be simplistically dismissed as 

insignificant visual or noise receptors. 

3. The site’s visibility from more populous viewpoints is over much longer distances and in 

most cases the cages would be viewed against the backdrop of a rugged and dark 

coastline. What does Tim mean by ‘more populous’? The population of Strathaird is 

sparse, particularly along its Loch Eishort coast and only slightly populous at Elgol from 

where the site would not be visible at all. From where Eishort 2 could be seen the cages 

would assuredly not be viewed against ‘a rugged and dark coastline’. When not in shadow 

the Gauscavaig cliffs show variegated with many pale features of a slightly pinkish hue. 
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Populousness is not the point. From Kilmarie, Drinan and Glasnakille Eishort 2 would be 

highly visible and audible too.  

If Tim is referring to viewpoints from Tarskavaig, then it is true that the fish farm would 

not be visible from the township itself, but for the hundreds of tourists and locals who visit 

Ob Gauscavaig, Dunscaith and Tarskaviag Point or who walk the Gauscavaig hillside 

paths between Tarskavaig and Tokavaig it would be a constant feature of – arguably a blot 

on – the landscape.  

4. The west coast of Sleat lacks a good quality road network and therefore servicing of the 

farm should not add any further burden on this constrained network. Not only does this 

sentence contain weird logic, but it is irrelevant because Hjaltland has published its 

intention to service the site by sea. Diligence should, however, be maintained: early in 

these proposals Hjaltland did plan to use Tarskavaig as a land depot, until amused locals 

assured them of the true nature of the ‘pier’ they naïvely aspired to use! Hjaltland might 

yet decide they want to develop the shore around Tarskavaig, Achnacloich or Tokavaig to 

service their fish farm more conveniently. Then the suitability to trucks of the famous 

single-track loop road would come into question, not to mention that the valuable amenity 

and ecological values of those bays would come under threat. 

5. Resident reaction to larger development proposals in this area has, in the past, been 

negative ... Negative? Certainly not. When expressing their views, residents’ reaction has 

been, and continues to be by a vast majority, positively opposed to fish farm development. 

... partly because of the high scenic quality of the area ... Agreed, the high scenic quality 

of the area has been one of the considerations in comment letters against fish farm 

applications, but scenic quality also figured significantly in the refusal criteria for 

14/01467/FUL. ... and partly the high proportion of second and holiday home ownership 

in west Sleat. Does this mean that Tim considers the concerns of full time residents – who 

are actually numerous and very well informed – are not worthy of consideration? Does he 

consider that the landscape and environmental factors considered by well-informed 

objectors and also included among the planners’ refusal criteria for 14/01467/FUL are 

going to be irrelevant in planning deliberations over 14/02577/FUL? 

 

IMPACTS ON THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT 

1. Lochs Slapin and Eishort are home to some of the best coastal marine biodiversity in 

Britain. It must not be put under any unnecessary environmental stress such as would be 

inevitable if net-cage fish farms freely shedding vast quantities of excess and effluent into 

the water were to be installed there. 

2. In any ecosystem, biodiversity always suffers detrimental impacts when sediment and 

nutrient loads are increased. That is precisely what happens when net-cage salmon 

farms are added to a clean loch system. 

3. According to Hjaltland Seafarms’ almost incomprehensible gobbledegook-ridden 

Modelling Report (686964), the proposed fish farm Eishort 2 will produce significant 

tonnages of solid waste (as far as I can work out 800-900 tonnes per annum of faeces and 

excess feed pellets) acceptable by conventional SEPA standards, but arguably 

unacceptable if we include ecological considerations that do not find a role in SEPA’s 

deliberations. 

4. Solid organic waste from fish cages constructed of netting accumulates on the sea bed 

completely changing the nature of the area beneath the cages and to some distance 

beyond, SEPA’s Allowable Zone of Effect (AZE). [AZE is a euphemistic term for the 

‘sacrifice’ area of sea bed devastated by an anoxic blanket of rotting faeces and other 
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waste under which all local wildlife is exterminated, newly populated by filamentous 

sulphur metabolising bacteria (Beggiatoa spp.) and detritivorous worms (mainly Capitella 

spp. and assorted specialist nematodes).] 

Meanwhile, faecal breakdown products disperse as: 1. Sediment that can stifle sensitive 

organisms (e.g. maerl Phymatolithon calcareum) to a distance conservatively estimated by 

research scientists at in excess of 100 m (Hall-Spencer, 2006;
1
 Sanz-Lázaro et al., 2011

2
); 

or as 2. Dissolved nutrients that, when concentrations elevate, can have subtle, often 

overlooked effects on ecological dynamics in which some species thrive at the expense of 

sensitive species and communities gradually become impoverished (classic 

eutrophication:  Fabricius et al., 2010;
3
 Cebrian et al., 2014

4
). See page 6: Seagrass 

habitat discussion. 

 

5. I can think of no instance other than net-cage aquaculture in which the wholesale 

dumping of raw sewage is permitted and it is by no means a mere trickle. Human 

sewage is meticulously treated before disposal. Even in the event of a Highlander’s septic 

tank overflowing and contaminating a nearby burn s/he is summarily obliged to have it 

fixed. 

It beggars the belief of a rational person that SEPA will permit ‘allowable’ pollution 

of sea lochs for the convenience of profiteering fish farmers, and that SNH will 

permit the detrimental impacts of ‘allowable’ pollution on precious habitats and 

biodiversity (which in the south Skye lochs are particularly precious and highly 

vulnerable). 

Quantities of raw sewage deposited by fish farms are not at all inconsiderable. In fact they 

are hair-raisingly large. The following extract from a revealing report written for the 

World Wildlife Fund – Scotland’s Secret? Aquaculture, nutrient pollution, eutrophication 

and toxic blooms – was written fourteen years ago, since when salmon farming has 

expanded and is scheduled to expand a lot more. 

“... this report
5
 indicates for the first time the full extent of nutrient pollution from 

Scottish aquaculture: this year some 7,500 tonnes of nitrogen, comparable to the 

annual sewage inputs of some 3.2 million people; and 1,240 tonnes of phosphorous, 

comparable to that from 9.4 million people. In 1997 Scotland’s population was 5.1 

million.” – Malcolm MacGarvin 

The automatic response of anyone who reads MacGarvin’s message is usually 

straightforward. It’s what we colloquially call a ‘no-brainer’. So much fish farm effluent 

released untreated into the sea is not going to be flushed away to extinction, it will have 

                                                        
1 Hall-Spencer, J., N. White, E. Gillespie, K. Gillham & A. Foggo (2006). Impact of fish farms on maerl beds in 

strongly tidal areas. Marine Ecology-Progress. 326: 1-9. Grall J, Hall-Spencer JM (2003). Problems facing maerl 

conservation in Brittany. Aquatic Conservation: Marine Freshwater Ecosystems. 13:55-64. 

http://www.int-res.com/articles/feature/m326p001.pdf 
2 Sanz-Lázaro, C., M.D. Belando, L. Marín-Guirao, F. Navarrete-Mier, A. Marín (2011). Relationship between 
sedimentation rates and benthic impact on Maërl beds derived from fish farming in the Mediterranean. Marine  

Environmental Research. 71(1): 22–30. http://www.researchgate.net/publication/47532981  
3 A fascinating account of the unexpected consequences on coral ecology at sea of fertiliser usage far inland – an 

appropriate and alarming warning. Fabricius, K. E., Okaji, K. & De’ath, G. (2010). Coral Reefs. Three lines of 

evidence to link outbreaks of the crown-of-thorns seastar Acanthaster planci to the release of larval food 

limitation. 29(3), 593-605. http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00338-010-0628-z  
4 Cebrian, J., Corcoran, D. & Lartigue, J. (2014). Eutrophication-Driven Shifts in Primary Producers in Shallow 

Coastal Systems: Implications for System Functional Change. Estuaries and Coasts, 37:1 Supplement, 180-197. 

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs12237-013-9689-x  
5 MacGarvin, M. (2000). Scotland’s Secret? Aquaculture, nutrient pollution, eutrophication and toxic blooms. 

Modus vivendi for WWF. http://www.wwf.org.uk/wwf_articles.cfm?unewsid=2104  

http://www.researchgate.net/publication/47532981
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00338-010-0628-z
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs12237-013-9689-x
http://www.wwf.org.uk/wwf_articles.cfm?unewsid=2104
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deleterious environmental impacts and is, therefore, utterly unacceptable. The solution, that 

closed containment should replace the open-weave nets currently used, is also a no-brainer 

– see MITIGATION, page 11. But the aquaculture industry sees no reason why it should 

voluntarily spend its shareholders’ profits on change unless obliged to do so. I encourage 

The Highland Council to continue reminding planning applicants that they should consider 

closed containment to be the desired and responsible option for the future of salmon 

farming in Scotland. 

 

IMPACTS ON MARINE HABITATS 

Please refer to Figure 1, page 13 

It is necessary to consider the safety of marine habitats in Loch Eishort in the vicinity of the 

proposed fish farm site. Only fragmentary observations are available, but what information 

there is suggests that any changes in sedimentation and nutrient loading should be considered 

potentially detrimental. The shores and seabed of Loch Eishort are far from ordinary and 

there are places where marine biodiversity is not just healthy, but extraordinary. 

As long as ecological information about Loch Eishort remains inadequate the Precautionary 

Principle
6
 must be rigorously implemented: If you do not know what is there, please find out 

(and pull out or mitigate satisfactorily) before beginning industrial development. With only a 

thoroughly inadequate survey of the sea bed directly beneath their proposed fish farm, this has 

not been competently conducted by Hjaltland in their preparation of 14/02577/FUL. 

Indicators of special ecological importance will be discussed one at a time. The codes in 

square brackets are JNCC Marine Habitats Classification codes (referenced here in the 

footnotes according to habitat) and/or by SNH as Priority Marine Features (entabulated in 

Priority Marine Features in Scotland’s seas
7
). Figure 1 (p. 13) shows where various 

biological recorders have located examples of these habitats along the stretch of coastline 

most likely to be influenced by the presence of Haltland’s proposed fish farm.  

Since SNH will be the major adviser to the Highland Council planners, I will where possible 

quote their most recent published views about the values of these habitats. For instance: 

“The diversity of marine life in the waters around Scotland is only now being fully revealed, 

ranging from the dense kelp forests, seagrass beds and maerl beds to the horse mussel and 

flame shell beds and cold-water coral reefs. The nature conservation importance of these and 

other features has recently been acknowledged with the designation of a network of nature 

conservation Marine Protected Areas around Scotland. Their real value, however, is not just 

calculated in terms of the diverse and spectacular marine life that they support, but also the 

contribution they make as blue carbon sinks.” – SNH
8
 

Maerl Beds [SS.SMp.Mrl
9
] Priority UK Biodiversity Action Plan Habitat (JNCC). 

“The maerl beds that are found in the shallow tide-swept areas of the west coast and the 

Northern Isles [usually Phymatolithon calcareum] are another potentially very important 

carbon store. Maerl is a free-living calcareous red alga. The maerl beds around Scotland are 

estimated to cover over 7km² but this could be a significant underestimate as much more 

survey work is required to fully map our seabed habitats. Maerl beds have a pink veneer of 

                                                        
6 Rio Declaration, 1992. PRINCIPLE 15: “In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach 

shall be widely applied by States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or 

irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective 

measures to prevent environmental degradation.” 
7 http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/A1327320.pdf  
8 The Nature of Scotland - Autumn/Winter 2014 - Issue 20 http://www.snh.gov.uk/publications-data-and-

research/publications/search-the-catalogue/publication-detail/?id=2184 
9 http://www.jncc.gov.uk/marine/biotopes/biotope.aspx?biotope=JNCCMNCR00001554  

http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/A1327320.pdf
http://www.snh.gov.uk/publications-data-and-research/publications/search-the-catalogue/publication-detail/?id=2184
http://www.snh.gov.uk/publications-data-and-research/publications/search-the-catalogue/publication-detail/?id=2184
http://www.jncc.gov.uk/marine/biotopes/biotope.aspx?biotope=JNCCMNCR00001554
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live alga but beneath this there may be up to 2 metres deep dead maerl in which it is estimated 

there could be as much as 440,000 tonnes of carbon locked up.” – SNH
8
 

Much research has been conducted into the impacts of fish farm presence upon maerl (notably 

Hall-Spencer et al., 2006
1
 and Lázaro et al., 2011

2
). Fish farm outputs have a detrimental 

impact upon maerl beds such as are found extensively at Tarskavaig only 2 km south of 

Eishort 2 and at the ‘Coral Beaches’  a mere 3 km to the north-east. Visible sediments (n.b. 

visible) have been observed farther than 100 m from fish cages while as far as I can determine 

nobody has yet ascertained the full extent of impacts on maerl by finer particulate matter and 

dissolved nutrients. 

Since divers have recently found evidence of maerl beds very close to the proposed site at 

Bogha Daraigh and Eilean Ruairidh as well as the better known extensive beds in Taskavaig 

Bay and at the ‘Coral Beaches’, the Precautionary Principle is appropriate until all maerl beds 

have been located and impacts upon them from a fish farm ascertained. That should be 

accomplished before fish farm development is allowed to commence. 

Seagrass (Eelgrass) Meadows [SS.SMp.SSgr
10

] Priority UK Biodiversity Action Plan 

Habitat (JNCC) 

“Eelgrass beds play an important functional role within the coastal system as a whole. The 

rhizomes of the plants stabilise the sediment, protecting it against wave disturbance, whilst 

[this] leaves slow water currents and flow rates under the canopy, resulting in the settlement 

of fine sediments, detritus and larvae. Eelgrass beds can increase the biological diversity of an 

area (Tyler-Walters & Wilding, 2008a; 2008b
11

). They provide shelter and a surface of 

attachment for a number of species. In addition, they provide an important source of organic 

matter for surrounding coastal habitats. 

“Eelgrass beds are especially well developed in Scotland compared with other parts of Britain 

and Ireland. Development is most likely due to the presence of extensive suitable habitats and 

uncontaminated waters (Hiscock et al., 2004).” – SNH
12

 (Underscore emphasis is editorial.) 

Recent research (e.g. Cebrian et al., 2014
4
) has shown that seagrass communities are very 

vulnerable to increasing nutrient loads resulting from pollution. The growth of foliar 

epiphytes on the seagrass responding to elevations in dissolved nutrients (Figure 2, p. 14) 

reduces its photosynthetic ability so that plants in deeper water die causing the community to 

contract into shallower water, eventually dying out altogether. Such changes will be subtle 

and take a long time, so that only routine monitoring is likely to detect changes before 

extinctions of seagrass and associated species occur. 

Changes in dissolved N and P will be invisible, detectable only if their concentrations are 

measured before and after development. Ecological impacts require diligent monitoring, again 

before and after. . I am not aware of any monitoring programme, which should precede any 

activities that might cause eutrophication in Loch Eishort. Until alerted by the local biologists, 

SNH were completely unaware of the presence of seagrass in Loch Eishort and, unless 

monitoring has recently been instigated, I expect they know little more than it is present.  

Since there is evidence of seagrass in Taskavaig Bay and at the ‘Coral Beaches’, the 

Precautionary Principle should be applied and appropriate research carried out before fish 

farm development is allowed to commence. 

                                                        
10 http://www.jncc.gov.uk/marine/biotopes/biotope.aspx?biotope=JNCCMNCR00000234  
11 Tyler-Walters, H. & Wilding, C.M. (2008). Zostera marina/angustifolia beds in lower shore or infralittoral 

clean or muddy sand. Marine Life Information Network: Biology and Sensitivity Key Information Sub-

programme [on-line]. Plymouth: Marine Biological Association of the United Kingdom. 
12 http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/A1211771.pdf  

http://www.jncc.gov.uk/marine/biotopes/biotope.aspx?biotope=JNCCMNCR00000234
http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/A1211771.pdf
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Intertidal Boulder Communities [LR.MLR.BF.Fser.Bo
13

 & IR.MIR.KR.Ldig.Bo
14

] Priority 

UK Biodiversity Action Plan Habitat (JNCC) Examination of this habitat at several stations 

around Loch Eishort has revealed stunning invertebrate diversity, which is likely to be linked 

to the presence of maerl, either as a habitat, or as a source or indicator of available calcium 

carbonate in the loch (which might itself be linked to the local limestone geology). 

So far, rather than the expected half dozen or so crab and crablike crustaceans usually found 

on a good seashore, Loch Eishort shores have yielded seventeen species (fourteen of which 

were new records). These include three rare xanthid crabs (Montagu’s Lophozozymus incisus, 

Risso’s Xantho pilipes and hairy crab Pilumnus hirtellus) plus on the maerl among the 

seagrass the wrinkled swimming crab Liocarcinus corrugatus. We have also found the purple 

heart urchin Spatangus purpureus (only three Highland records – NBN Gateway) and the rock 

goby Gobius paganellus (one Highland record, Eigg). 

To date Loch Eishort seashores have yielded an outstanding thirty-two new species records, 

mostly under boulders or on/in the maerl (Figure 3, p. 15). 

Circalittoral Rock with Cup Corals [CR.FCR.Cv.SpCup
15

] Although JNCC does not have 

this designated as a Priority UK BAP habitat, their distribution map
15

 shows it to be nationally 

rare and absent from Scotland bar one record a short distance south of Oban. This is probably 

an under representation, but still suggests that the presence of the cup coral rock included 

within the boundary or Eishort 2 might be significant and worthy of the precautionary 

approach before fish farm development is permitted. We hope that SNH’s consultee response 

will account for this habitat, discovered by an SNH survey team
16

 and take into account the 

distribution map published by JNCC (a statutory adviser to UK Government and devolved 

administrations). The Devonshire cup coral Caryophyllia smithii is normally a sublittoral 

species down to 200 m, but I have found it at the ‘Coral Beaches’ in the intertidal zone where 

it does not usually live – but Loch Eishort is an unusual place. 

Kelp Beds [IR.HIR.KFaR.LhypR/IR.MIR.KR.LhypT/IR.MIR.KR.Lhyp
17

] Characterised by 

Cuvie (Laminaria hyperborea) variously colonised by a ‘dazzling array’ of sponges, red 

seaweeds and other epiphytes normally associated with kelp. 

“The kelp forests found around our rocky coasts not only provide a habitat for a dazzling 

array of animals and plants but also represent a standing stock of around 200,000-400,000 

tonnes of carbon with an annual production of 1.7 million tonnes of carbon, much of which is 

recycled through animal grazing and bacterial action.” – SNH
8
 

The proposed fish farm site lies adjacent to rich kelp beds, the value of which should not be 

overlooked when considering possible environmental impacts. With reference to SNH’s 

deliberations on previous planning applications for the Stac Suisnish site in Loch Slapin 

(432465 and 684133) they are unlikely to consider the habitat worthy of even a mention 

because it is not ‘designated’. 

The same photosynthesis inhibition previously described in connection with seagrass colonies 

applies equally to these macroalgae (Cebrian et al., 2014
4
). Foliar colonisation of 

photosynthesising fronds by light impeding epiphytes increases with rising nutrient levels 

leading to a reduction in photosynthetic efficiency. The vigour and colonisation extent of 

kelps will be gradually reduced. 

                                                        
13 http://www.jncc.gov.uk/marine/biotopes/biotope.aspx?biotope=JNCCMNCR00001963  
14 http://www.jncc.gov.uk/marine/biotopes/biotope.aspx?biotope=JNCCMNCR00000496  
15 http://www.jncc.gov.uk/marine/biotopes/biotope.aspx?biotope=JNCCMNCR00000662  
16 SNH south Skye sea lochs drop-down video survey. http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/A1308924.pdf  
17 http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/A1327320.pdf  

http://www.jncc.gov.uk/marine/biotopes/biotope.aspx?biotope=JNCCMNCR00001963
http://www.jncc.gov.uk/marine/biotopes/biotope.aspx?biotope=JNCCMNCR00000496
http://www.jncc.gov.uk/marine/biotopes/biotope.aspx?biotope=JNCCMNCR00000662
http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/A1308924.pdf
http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/A1327320.pdf
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Rock Pools [LR.FLR.Rkp
18

] Along the coast southward from the natural arch and cave into 

Tarskavaig bay there are more top quality rock pools than elsewhere around Loch Eishort, 

found at every level from high to low shore. As everybody knows, they are and home to many 

marine creatures, some of which depend upon the pools as a nursery before they migrate to 

deeper water. If in future the rock pools are washed every tide by sea water laden with fish 

farm effluent, they are bound to undergo ecological change, probably (on past experience) for 

the worse (a prognostication I offer using only common sense and experience, for I have no 

data, although research papers I am unaware of may exist and should be consulted). 

Burrowed Mud with Seapens and other Macrofauna [SS.SMu.CFiMu.SpnMeg] This 

Priority Habitat is not, as far as I am aware, present in the vicinity of Eishort 2. However, I 

wish to refer to it here because it featured significantly in SNH consultee responses to the 

applications 12/03607/FUL (432465) and 14/01467/FUL (684133) where it was several times 

dismissed in bold type with the judgement: “We therefore advise that the area of this habitat 

which is likely to be affected by this proposal would not be considered of regional or national 

importance.”  

Once again quoting from the public face of SNH Protecting our Marine Environment: 

“Burrowed mud supports a rich community of animals that live within or at the surface of the 

mud. Here a langoustine (Nephrops) emerges from its burrow with different seapen species in 

the background.” – SNH
8
 

I dispute the conclusion that SS.SMu.CFiMu.SpnMeg is not a habitat of regional or national 

importance. In the UK almost every instance of burrowed mud is in west Highland sea lochs 

and almost every example has a net-cage salmon farm above it. If this UK BAP Priority 

Habitat (also an SNH Priority Marine Feature) can be dismissed as unimportant and 

dispensable, what judgement may we expect of the other UK BAP Priority Habitats that are 

situated near or adjacent to 14/02577/FUL? We will not know until the SNH response arrives. 

This discussion will be continued in a follow-up comment letter once the SNH response has 

been published. We have been assured by Cllr T. Prag that late submissions caused by staff 

holiday-delayed late submission of SNH and SEPA responses will be accepted. 

 

IMPACTS ON WILD SALMONIDS  

1. Net-cage salmon farms attract sea lice, initially from natural populations in surrounding 

water. Once among farmed fishes, if not controlled, the sea lice multiply out of all 

proportion increasing to well above natural population levels. Wild salmon migrate along 

coastlines where fish farms are installed, as they pass by picking up sea lice that attach 

and nibble at their skin and surface flesh. Adult fishes will be weakened while an 

unnaturally high proportion of small fishes, particularly migrating smolts, may be killed 

by infestations of just a few lice (which constitutes more than they would experience 

under natural conditions). 

A direct correlation between sea lice infested salmon farms and depletions in 

populations of wild salmon and sea trout, although vigorously denied by e.g. the 

Scottish Salmon Producers’ Organisation (SSPO), has been unequivocally 

demonstrated in a wealth of research publications, most tellingly by Krkošek et al., 

(2007
19

 & 2012
20

) on salmon and Thorstad et al., 2014
21

 on sea trout. 

                                                        
18 http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/marine/biotopes/biotope.aspx?biotope=JNCCMNCR00001520  
19 Krkošek, M., Ford, S.J., Morton, A., Lele, S., Myers, R.A. & Lewis, M.A. (2007). Declining Wild Salmon 

Populations in Relation to Parasites from Farm Salmon. Science, 318(5857): 1772-1775.  

http://www.sciencemag.org/content/318/5857/1772 

http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/marine/biotopes/biotope.aspx?biotope=JNCCMNCR00001520
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/318/5857/1772
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SALMON “We show that recurrent louse infestations of wild juvenile pink salmon, all 

associated with salmon farms, have depressed wild pink salmon populations and placed 

them on a trajectory toward rapid local extinction.” – Krkošek et al., 2007 

SEA TROUT “Based on the reviewed studies, it can be concluded that salmon farming 

increases the abundance of lice in marine habitats and that, despite the control measures 

routinely applied by the salmon aquaculture industry, salmon lice in intensively farmed 

areas have negatively impacted wild sea trout populations by reducing growth and 

increasing marine mortality.” – Thorstad et al., 2014  

The Scottish Government’s own adviser Marine Scotland Science could not have stated 

this point more plainly than in its statutory consultee’s response to 14/01467/FUL 

(679145): 

 Are salmon farms a significant source of lice? Yes 

 Is there an association between levels of lice on salmon farms and in the surrounding 

environment? Yes 

 Is there an association between levels of lice on salmon farms and on sea trout? Yes 

 Is there an effect of sea lice on wild trout at the individual level? Yes 

 Is there an effect of sea lice on wild salmon at the population level? [Yes] Experiments 

undertaken in Norway and Ireland have shown that sea lice caused a loss of on 

average 39% of adult salmon recruitment (Krkosek et al. in press).  

2. Salmon farms that breed sea lice are not only an infestation threat to individual wild 

salmonids. They have been shown to be the reason why many important wild fish 

populations all along the west Highland coast have suffered dramatic declines. Sea lice are 

not being successfully controlled by fish farmers in spite of chemical therapeutants used 

(that themselves constitute a multifarious pollution hazard) and preliminary attempts at 

biological control that has yet to be proved in routine usage. Hjaltland shows no intention 

of trying chemicals-free sea lice control with wrasse. 

A recent report from the Salmon & Trout Association
22

 provides some startling insight 

into the state of sea lice control in western Scotland. The situation is grim and has been for 

many years as salmon farms have proliferated. There should be plenty more sources of 

evidence available such as SSPO figures referenced by the Salmon & Trout Association in 

a September 2013 report
23

 but they have both inexplicably(!) become unavailable for 

public scrutiny. 

3. What is known from informal eyewitness reports – as noted above, published information 

is hard to obtain – about sea lice infestations in the old, now defunct fish farms of Lochs 

Slapin and Eishort suggest that they closed because of uncontrollable infestations of sea 

lice. That does not lead to favourable predictions for the much larger salmon farms 

proposed by Hjaltland. 

4. Preliminary investigation by local fisheries trusts suggests that wild salmonid populations 

in the rivers feeding Lochs Slapin and Eishort might be in the early stages of recovery 

after fish farm (and sea lice) removal. The south Skye loch system would be the ideal 

                                                                                                                                                                             
20 Krkošek, M., Revie, C.W., Gargan, P.G., Skilbrei, O.T., Finstad, B & Todd, C.D. (2012). Impact of parasites 

on salmon recruitment in the Northeast Atlantic Ocean. Proceedings of the Royal Society Biological Sciences, 

280(1750): 20122359. http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/280/1750/20122359  
21 Thorstad, E.B., Todd, C.D., Bjørn, P.A., Gargan, P.G., Vollset, K.W., Halttunen, E., Kålås, S., Uglem, I., 

Berg, M. & Finstad, B. 2014. Effects of salmon lice on sea trout – a literature review. NINA Report 1044, 1-162. 

http://www.fisheriesireland.ie/fisheries-research-1/459-effects-of-salmon-lice-on-sea-trout-a-literature-review-

nina-report-1044-september-2014 
22 http://www.salmon-trout.org/news_item.asp?news_id=322 
23 http://www.salmon-trout.org/news_item.asp?news_id=275 

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/280/1750/20122359
http://www.fisheriesireland.ie/fisheries-research-1/459-effects-of-salmon-lice-on-sea-trout-a-literature-review-nina-report-1044-september-2014
http://www.fisheriesireland.ie/fisheries-research-1/459-effects-of-salmon-lice-on-sea-trout-a-literature-review-nina-report-1044-september-2014
http://www.salmon-trout.org/news_item.asp?news_id=322
http://www.salmon-trout.org/news_item.asp?news_id=275
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place in which to maintain scientific observations of wild salmonid population recovery 

not possible elsewhere because of fish farms already in situ – an ecological experimental 

control zone – and also to act as a ‘firewall’ preventing north-south farm-to-farm transfer 

of sea lice. The salmon aquaculture industry would likely find the former undesirable, 

because it would likely expose deficiencies in their practice, yet they could benefit from 

the latter outcome of fish farm-free lochs. 

 

THE QUALITY OF HJALTLAND’S SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

I examined Hjaltland’s documents submitted as support for their application and – putting it 

gently – they fell a long way short of ideal for informing either the planners or the public 

about the validity and veracity of their intentions. Words such as shoddy, shabby, slipshod, 

slapdash, sloppy and careless all pass through the mind during analysis of this essential 

paperwork. Not only do the documents fail to provide competent information to inform the 

planners and statutory consultees accurately of their intentions, but also the general public are 

prevented from understanding what it is they wish to do and where. Indeed, either by design 

or accident, we are all misled – at best puzzled – by errors and misinformation that can be 

found throughout the Hjaltland document set for all of their three applications to impose 

salmon farms on the south Skye sea lochs. 

In my comment letter contributed to the consultation on Hjaltland’s Loch Slapin planning 

application (14/01467/FUL) I exposed deficiencies in the presentation, spelling and grammar, 

scientific structure, method and nomenclature that would shame an indolent undergraduate.  

The ROV video footage that accompanied that application, that was considered acceptable by 

SNH (with, I contend, illegitimate reference to Marine Harvest’s equally inept footage from 

the same site), showed breathtaking incompetence and disregard for the intelligence of anyone 

who viewed the files and the crude interpretation of minimal data from the badly positioned 

transects that did little to contribute to the Environmental Impact Assessment it purported to 

do. 

I will save the case officer the need to read again all that I wrote on the subject, applied to 

14/02577/FUL. However, in spite of my savage criticism (which they have surely read?) the 

originators of the footage and biological analyses for 14/02577/FUL have barely improved on 

their previous performance. I might concede that perhaps the ROV was deployed a little less 

unskilfully than previously in Lochs Slapin and Snizort so that occasional snatches of sea bed 

and resident creatures could actually be seen and assessed. But most of the time the camera 

was undulating, rotating, reversing, speeding, too high, too low or too out of focus to detect 

what the benthic zone consisted of. If compared with the pictures taken by the SNH 

surveyors
14

 the Hjaltland effort can be seen to be, frankly, rubbish. 

Yet again an attempt was made in the Seabed Video Survey report (686968) to characterise 

the sea bed with a woefully inadequate quantification system. Why bother with ‘common’, 

‘occasional’ and the inexplicable supposed measure of abundance ‘prolific’ when simple 

present/absent would be no less informative? Nobody can competently quantify entities the 

way Hjaltland reckon to have done and they should not pretend they have succeeded. 

Incidentally, the paragraph entitled Survey Results contains no results and should be – as any 

half-trained scientist knows – in a Methods section.  

The entabulated summary of what was recorded along the sea bed transects must have been 

constructed from observations made only when observations could be made, a small 

proportion of the total distance the ROV travelled. That is hardly an objective scientific 

approach since it depends upon grabbing information when it is available (i.e. visible) and 
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will have overlooked all information rendered unavailable because the ROV spent most of its 

time misbehaving. This sort of study requires good scientific methodology, which this is not. 

To compound the inadequacy of the sea bed survey, since Transect 1 consists of only eleven 

observation stations over a distance of 710 m; Transect 2 consists of five observation stations 

over a distance of 370 m; and Transect 3 consists of four observation stations over a distance 

of 350 m, we have very limited knowledge of the seabed to be sacrificed if a fish farm is ever 

installed there. The single improvement to this study over the seabed survey in 14/01467/FUL 

is the inclusion of biological names, mostly correctly spelt, but Pectin for the scallop is an 

amusing malapropism (with its ‘seafood conserve’ connotations) and Mundina (properly 

Munida), an intriguingly poetic if imperfect spoonerism. 

Documents need to be checked, particularly if the author has difficulties with spelling as is 

evident throughout this document set. There’s no shame in it. Dyslexia afflicts even one of 

our past Government Chief Scientists, but his impeccable published work does not show it. 

The need for checking is also highlighted, among other deficiencies, in Sleat Community 

Council’s analytical submission, document 731248. 

An aspect of Hjaltland’s inadequate science that I have not mentioned before – it seemed 

kinder not to expose all deficiencies at once – is that any ecological study (as every ecologist 

worth his or her salt knows from an early stage of training) must be a Time Course Study or 

its interpretive value will be very restricted (almost useless). That means that not only should 

the survey cover the geographical area, but it should also have a temporal component. The 

same survey should be repeated periodically throughout at least a full year so that seasonal 

changes may be detected. A single ‘snapshot’, particularly as poorly conducted as this survey 

demonstrably was, provides insufficient data upon which to base a reasonable understanding 

of the site.  

 

MITIGATION – CLOSED CONTAINMENT 

Finally, I encourage you to continue pressing for change to a well-established aquaculture 

method – as yet to be acknowledged as the viable alternative by Scottish salmon producers’ 

representatives and the Scottish Government
24

 – that mitigates for all the disadvantages of 

net-cage salmon farming: Closed Containment. That would satisfy all objections from the 

anti-fish farm lobby as well as placate fish farm supporters among the general public for 

whom the only issue that matters is jobs. Closed Containment would not impede the progress 

of profitable fish farming while it would maintain, probably enhance employment prospects in 

the aquaculture industry.  

The single major flaw in the current system is the net-cages – made of netting which consists 

of ‘holes’ through which pollutants and pests pass unimpeded from farm to environment. If 

the holes were to be no more (i.e. fish farming in tanks) fish farm objectors would have very 

little if anything to complain about. The following comparison is, as I’m sure you will agree, 

very persuasive: 

                                                        
24 Letter from Fiona M Watt, Marine Scotland (23/10/14) writing on behalf of Richard Lochhead MSP, 

Environment Minister.  
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With closed containment, a suite of very worrying environmental problems would be solved 

at a stroke. The fish farmers could clean up their act and continue to profit from farmed 

salmon much more conveniently in tanks, anywhere on land if they so wish, no longer 

polluting the pristine waters of Scottish sea lochs and constantly waging a hopeless war on sea 

lice. That is, let’s face it, a preposterous situation which has a remedy. In return, they would 

also become more popular with the public and possibly even attract approval from their 

sternest critics such as Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall.  

Furthermore, closed containment is a scalable facility. For large quantity fish production 

brownfield sites similar to Machrihanish former RAF station (which already has marine 

aquaculture facilities) could be developed. Then reducing the scale appropriately, local 

communities in remote areas could benefit, occupying odd areas of derelict land which are 

pretty well everywhere, providing jobs which people fear might be lost if conventional net-

cage fish farms are closed down. In addition containers and associated technology could be 

manufactured in already industrialised places such as the Clyde shipyards, reinstating 

engineering jobs lost there. 

 

I request that you refuse planning permission for application Eishort 2 14/02577/FUL. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

James Merryweather. 
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Figure 1. Habitats on the south side of Loch Eishort in the vicinity of the site of Hjaltland 

Seafarms’ planning application Eishort 2 14/02577/FUL. [SNH data were taken from their 

south Skye sea lochs drop-down video survey report.
25

 JWM & ISAC data may be obtained 

from huntsup@theyorkwaits.org.uk.] 

 

 

                                                        
25 SNH south Skye sea lochs drop-down video survey. http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/A1308924.pdf 

mailto:huntsup@theyorkwaits.org.uk
http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/A1308924.pdf
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Figure 2. Various stages of colonisation of seagrass leaves by epiphytes, shown to be greatly 

enhanced by increases in dissolve nutrient levels (Cebrian et al., 2014). Macroalgae (e.g. 

kelps) are similarly affected under such circumstances. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

Zostera marina with small scallop 

Pecten maximus attached, otherwise 

relatively free of epiphytes. 

Zostera marina with snakelocks 

anemone Anemonia viridis, the 

leaf surface liberally colonised 

by epiphytic hydroids. 

Zostera marina with a dense covering 

of colonial ascidians, which are 

probably reducing the plant’s ability 

to photosynthesise adequately. 
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Figure 3. List of new species records from the shores of Loch Eishort. Complete spreadsheet 

with ten figure map references available on request (huntsup@theyorkwaits.org.uk). 

 

Maerl Phymatolithon calcareum 

Seagrass (Eelgrass) Zostera marina 

Long-legged Spider Crab Macropodia rostrata  

Broad-clawed Porcelain Crab Porcellana platycheles 

Long-clawed Porcelain Crab Porcellana longicornis 

Shore Crab Carcinus maenas 

Edible Crab Cancer pagurus 

Hairy Crab Pilumnus hirtellus 

Montagu's Crab Lophozozymus incisus 

[Montagu's Crab Lophozozymus incisus mottled form] 

Risso's Crab Xantho pilipes 

Velvet Swimming Crab Necora puber 

Harbour Swimming Crab Liocarcinus depurator 

Marbled Swimming Crab Liocarcinus marmoreus 

Wrinkled Swimming Crab Liocarcinus corrugatus 

Pea Crab Pinnotheres pisum 

Plumose anemone Metridium senile 

Daisy anemone Cereus pedunculatus 

An anemone Isozoanthus sulcatus 

Sea Potato Echinicardium cordatum 

Purple Heart Urchin Spatangus purpreus 

Peanut Worm Golfingia vulgaris 

Unidentified Sipunculid 

Thick Trough Shell Spisula solida 

Sword Razor Clam Ensis ensis 

Pullet Carpet Shell Venerupis senegalensis 

Large Sunset Shell Gari depressa 

Native oyster Ostrea edulis 

Variegated scallop Chlamys varia 

Blue-rayed Limpet Helcion pellucidum 

Pink Plates (rhodophyceae) Mesophyllum lichenoides 

Butterfish Pholis gunellus 

Rock Goby Gobius paganellus 

 

 

mailto:huntsup@theyorkwaits.org.uk

